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in its bold representation of independence, experimentalism, and harmonious balance between humanity and nature: the Mills College campus embodies the American frontier spirit. Since 1854, the College’s founders, Cyrus and Susan Mills, and those who followed, thoughtfully and carefully shaped the campus with exotics and native plantings and with distinguished architecture. They worked in partnership with notable landscape architects, compilers, and architects whose influence extended well beyond the campus. Celebrating the Cultural Landscape Heritage of Mills College explores how these great innovators fashioned the campus environment in a way that holds an exceptional cultural value. This shared vision of 140 years sets forth a mandate for the future of Mills College to preserve, enhance, and build upon this unique campus setting and its many legacies. This landscape heritage study provides a framework to guide future development in balance with historic preservation; furthering the College community’s appreciation of and commitment to the campus and its cultural landscape values.
Project Statement

How do campus planners identify which historic resources are valuable for guiding campus improvements and use the resources in sustainable new designs?

Since 1868, Mills College founders, and those who followed, shaped the campus with Picturesque-era exotic and native plantings and distinguished architecture. In 2006, Mills College sought guidance on how to best preserve, enhance, and further develop this unique campus setting. Funded by the Getty Foundation and Mills College, this landscape heritage study distills the values of the college founders and how these were expressed by nationally recognized landscape architects and architects over 140 years.

The project singles out iconic resources and recommends how to balance future development with historic preservation. The project included historical research, analysis, and planning, and it culminated in design solutions for two key campus precincts to address current and future needs. The study demonstrates that the use of historic resources is integral to sustainable planning and design. The public lecture series, integration of the study into college courses, and publication of a book increased awareness and excitement about this study’s findings and recommendations. The result is a campus environment that expresses the unique identity of the institution.

Project Narrative

SENSE OF PLACE
• This cultural landscape heritage study defines the essence of the campus identity as manifested in its physical and cultural characteristics.
• Research identified distinctive features of the cultural landscape created by distinguished professionals in architecture, landscape architecture, and botany, including Bernard Maybeck, Julia Morgan, Walter Ratcliff, Jr., Howard Gilkey, and Howard McMinn.
• The study guides development within and beyond the historic core of the campus.

SUSTAINABILITY
• Building on the contributions of past planners and designers is fundamentally sustainable in approach and outcomes. This plan advocates taking cues from and making use of historic campus resources. Often, colleges and universities sweep aside historic resources, wasting the potential physical and cultural contributions they offer.
RESOLUTION OF CONFLICTS

- This study sets out to resolve conflicts between the demands of a 21st-century education and the cultural historic values of the institution.
- As a case in point, the college recently removed more than 100 blue gum (120 years old, 120 feet high). The double row of *Eucalyptus* was a historic iconic edge to the original campus. Because of the college’s depth in horticultural and biological sciences, college faculty advocated the use of native plants to replace the *Eucalyptus*. This clashed with the cultural history of the college. Recommendations of the landscape heritage plan balanced and resolved the issues and convinced the college to replant the *Eucalyptus* but with a different species. Just as the founders did more than 100 years ago, the college is currently growing the trees from seed for planting in Fall 2009.

RESEARCH, COMMUNITY OUTREACH, AND EDUCATION

- The college conducted a series of four well-attended public lectures. The presenters placed Mills in the national context of the development and evolution of women’s college campuses and discussed research on the development of the Mills campus over 140 years.
- The college integrated this study into two undergraduate courses to further appreciation of campus history and its biological setting.
- For the board of trustees, the study offered insight into the power of the campus to instill a sense of place and fueled enthusiasm to pursue improvements identified in the project’s design studies.
- Recognizing the wealth of historic research and its usefulness in informing future campus planning and design, the college published and distributed a well-illustrated book (rather than a planning document) to educate the campus community and to support fund raising for capital projects and landscape improvements.
- The book documents the planning and design steps undertaken, providing a process that can be easily transferred to other institutions.

IMPLEMENTATION

- Mills College is taking its first step in implementing this study, demonstrating that the past can inspire the future. Mills recognized that support for historic resources is often tested when action needs to be taken. Therefore, the college chose a study area that had immediate needs and presented conflicting values. The college used this study to resolve the issues and will replant the double row of *Eucalyptus* trees in Fall 2009.
- The study demonstrates that high-quality campus design can be achieved through restraint. The simple, yet bold, replacement of the double row of *Eucalyptus*, the extension of native plantings to create an aesthetic campus context to the buildings, and the use of finer textured materials in areas of high pedestrian use all contribute to success of the guidelines. Exemplary architectural achievements from campus history inspired the study’s simple materials palette, ranging from scored, poured-in-place concrete for pedestrian areas to the shuttle stop’s metal work, which is inspired by the shape of the blue gum *Eucalyptus* leaf.
Funded by the Getty Foundation and Mills College, this landscape heritage plan addresses the entire 135-acre campus while focusing on two areas to test and develop guidelines for the incorporation of historic resources in current planning and design.
Mills Hall, presumably erected for a women’s seminary but with grandeur clearly designed for a college, was also well-regarded for its Rose Porch whose rose vine enveloped the entrance and rose 45 feet.
The landscape became integral to the college’s culture evidenced by the students costumed as *Eucalyptus* trees, by the lantern procession and bonfire on Lake Aliso, circa 1916, and by the May Day celebration on The Oval in the late 1940s.
Through the 1920s, The Oval and the buildings around it remained the academic and cultural center of the campus. The founder’s plantings—primarily *Eucalyptus globulus*, blue gum—gave the campus its present park-like character. Native plants matured along creek edges.
The Founders—1868 to 1916

The first period of historic significance.

Researching campus archives of historic photographs, documents, and of landscape architecture, civil engineering, and architecture drawings revealed a wealth of information. The research allowed the team to illustrate two periods of historic significance in campus development.
During the second period of significance, the architects, Bernard Maybeck, Julia Morgan, and Walter H. Ratcliff, Jr., the campus landscape architect, Howard Gilkey, and the botanist, Howard McMinn, shaped the character of the campus.
Elements of historic interest in place at the end of the campus’ second period of historic significance included double rows of London plane trees along Richards Road leading from a new western entrance.
The campuswide landscape assessment revealed seven component landscapes. The college chose two areas of the campus for design studies because of their range of characteristics, challenges, and importance to the college’s image.
These examples for Richards and Kapiolani Roads illustrate the planning, analysis, and design process. Character-defining features guided the team on how to incorporate the college’s unique cultural landscape values into current planning and design.

Character-defining features of the Richards and Kapiolani roads study area:

1. Double row of deciduous trees
2. Generous setback to building facades
3. Simple treatment of lawn-meadow in setback
4. Open lawn-meadow at intersection of Richards and Kapiloani roads
5. Pond
6. Double row of evergreen (eucalyptus) trees
7. Functional and ceremonial node
8. Views to Leona Creek and beyond
9. Natural vegetation
10. Leona Creek
Design objectives for the Richards and Kapiolani roads study area:
1. Touch lightly.
3. Maintain and enhance open green at corners.
4. Reestablish the double row of evergreen (eucalyptus) trees.
5. Complete the pond design.
6. Replace the bridge per the creek study.
7. Reestablish the ceremonial node.
8. Evaluate the courtyard’s circulation and design.
9. Extend natural planting from Leona Creek to southern edge of Kapiolani Road.
10. Restore Leona Creek.
11. Explore new building opportunities.

Analysis of the character-defining features, current and future campus functions, and future opportunities yielded twelve design objectives to be incorporated into the design studies.
The project explored two program alternatives for two study sites to test and illustrate the flexibility of the guidelines. The resulting designs integrates old with new, respecting the historic values of the campus while meeting its needs for education.
The design opens up views into the heart of the campus and expands the use of native plants. Specific characteristics of the campus landscape, such as the curved shape of *Eucalyptus* leaves, inspired the design of the shelter and fencing.
In reference to Howard Gilkey’s original design element—the Temple to the Radio—the proposed scheme includes a temple to music adjacent to the pond for gatherings of musicians and artists.
The Landscape Heritage Plan Lecture Series was well attended by alumnae, the college community, and design professionals from throughout the San Francisco Bay Area.
Recognizing the wealth of historical research and its application to campus planning and design, the college published a well-illustrated 160-page book (rather than a planning document) to educate the campus community and to support fund raising for capital projects.
Bryant Path’s blue gum *Eucalyptus* became a campus icon in the 1880s. In 2007, the college removed the trees. In Fall 2009, based on this study’s recommendations, the college will reestablish the walk with *Eucalyptus* they are growing from seed.
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